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bootshttps://pastebin.com/w0bpzr5f the story by director phil lord and louis miller aims to reflect some of the worst aspects of modern high school experiences in a way that is both
touching and funny, an incredibly difficult feat that would be recognized as a triumph otherwise. but it serves as both an homage and a rip-off of a well-known television series whose
comedy of high school principles and cultural norms is a timeless classic. as the entirety of their modern-day teen romp is a send-up, you're given more than enough leeway to enjoy
the joke without being too spoiled. or if you're like me, you'll discover the thing that really makes the movie so special and laugh until your sides hurt. this installment also packs in
the obligatory dynamite soundtrack with all-new music by michael mann, ice cube, freddie gibbs, pusha t, chuck d, and the l.a. writers. the digitally remastered soundtrack was
originally mastered by mann's regular collaborator james nelson-smith and features a series of high-definition remasters of mann's classic scores, starting with the main titles,
pushing out the energy and intrigue of the l. offices' first day, and before moving onto the rest of the film. i would have liked to have heard these scores in their entirety, but the
whole range of mann's signature jazzy scores is pieced together in a 4.1 dts-hd master audio mix that's easy on the ear and ready for action.
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